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Section 1

STATL_DRY At_DRITY

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE I_NVI_O_4ENI'AL PI_DTECgION AG_gCY

Through the Noise Control Act of ].972 (86 Stat. 1234), Congress

established a national policy "to prorote an environment for all Americans

free from noise that jeopardizes their health or welfare." In putrsuit

of that policy, Congress stated, in Section 2 of that Act, "that, while

primary responsibility for control of noise rests with state end local

governments, Federal action is essential to deal with major noise sources

in conmerce, control of which requires national uniformity of trea_t."

As a part of that essential Federal act_ion, Section 18 of that Act (86 Stato 1249)

directed the Administrator of the Environmantal Protection Agency (EPA) to

publish proposed noise emission regulations for motor carriers engaged in

inte.rstate conmerce. Fbtor carriers subject to such regu].ations include

common carriers by motor re/dole,contract carriers by motor vehicle ar_I private

carriers of property by motor vehicle as these terms are defined by paragraphs

(14), (15), and (17) of the Interstate Commerce Act (49 U.S.C. 303 (a).

The EPA reg_lations proposed under Section 18 of _]e Noise Control

Act are to include "noise e_issioll standards sett_]g such limits on noise

emissions resulting from operation of motor carriers engaged in interstate

co mmeroe which reflect the degree of noise reduction achievable through

tile applicahien of the best available technology, taking into account

the cost of ccmp1_nce." Final regulations are to be promulgated only after

consultation with the Secretary of Transportation, to assure appropriate
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consideration for safety and for availability of technology. _%e regu-

lations are to take effect after such period as the Adninistrator of

F_A finds necessary, after consultation with the Secretary of T_s-

portation, to permit the development and application of the requisite

technology. Further, appropriate censiderat/on is to be given to the cost

of compliance within such a period. The regulations promulgated under

Section 18 way be revised from t/me to tine, in accordance with Subsection

18 (a). _ley shall be in addition to any regulations proposed for new

motor vehicles trader Section 6.

RES[_ISIBILITIES OF _]{E D_P_ OF TRANSPORTATION

After final interstate motor carrier noise emission standa1_Is have

been promulgated by EPA, the Secretary of Transportation is responsible

for promulgating regulations to ensure ccapliance with those standards.

This will be accomplished through tJle use of the Secretary's powers and

duties of enforcement and inspect/on as au_rized by the Interstate Ccamerce

Act and the Department of Transportation Act. These anforce__nt regulations

are to be prcaulgated only after consultation with the /_kah_istrater of

EPA,

R_LE OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVF/t_d_NTS

After the effective date of a regulation on noise _nissions from an

operation of interstate motor carriers pron_fLgated under Section 18, no

state or political subdivision dlereof may adopt or enforce a standard on

noise emissions frc_ the same operation that differs from the one promulgated

under Section 18. State and local governments may, h_ever,

....... adopt a standard identical to such a Federal standard
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to add their enforcement capabilities to those of the Department

of Transpe1_ation.

Further, interstate motor carrier operations not covered by Federal

regulations will remain subject to state and local noise standards and

regulations. Such state and local regulations are limited, of course, by

_ constitutional prohibition of state or local action that constitutes

an undue burden on interstate conferee.

Finally, nothing in Section 18 shall "...diminish or enhm_ce the

rights of any State or political subdivision thereof to estabish and

enforce standards or controls on levels of envirorm_m_ml noise, or to con-

trol, license, regulate, Or restrict the use, operation, or mov_rent of

any product if the Adninistrator, after consultation with the Secretary

of Transportation, determines that such standard, control, license,

regulation, or restriction is necessitated by special local conditions ,'.

end is not in conflict with regulations pr_m/igated _nlderthis section."

......... i
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Section 2

MOTOR CARRIER INDUSTRY

This discussion briefly summarizes the organization,

size, and economics of the motor carrier industry in order to

provide a general perspective of the impact of EPA regulations

on that industry. There are over 15,000 firms in the motor

carrier industry. These firms are engaged in moving both

people and property. The majority of their trips are local,

with 70 percent in urban areas or between adjacent counties.(1)

Those firms involved in interstate commerce will be affected bv the

proposed _A regulations.

ORC_NIZATION OF THE INDUSTI{f

The industry is divided into two general classifications

of carriers: i. private carriers which use their own or

leased trucks, to move their own goods, and 2. carriers which

provide transportation of others' freight. The latter group of

carriers is further divided into two categories: 1. common

carriers--available to the general public to transport given

types of freight at published rates, between authorized points,

2_ contract carriers--operate under contract with one or more

shippers to serve their distinct requirements,
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The proposed standards are applicable to those motor

carriers meeting the definition of cc_on carrier, contract carrier, and

carriers of property as set forth in die Interstate Commerce Act.

SIZE OF THE INDUSTRY

The motor carrier industry today is the largest transporter

of goods in this country. In 1971, the gross operating revenue

Of the motor carrier industry (from the transportation of

goods) comprised approximately 53 percent of the total among

all regulated carriers. Regulated carriers include: railroads,

motor carriers, water carriers, oil pipelines, and airways.

The industry can be characterized as composed" of a large

number of small carriers competing with a few very large carriers.

The number of trucks and buses engaged in the_ transport

of goods and people in this country, has been stea_ily increasing.

During the period from 1960 to 1970, the t_tal mm_oer of trucks

and buses increased from 12.2 tn 19.3 millinn, for an avsrage increase

of 0.7 million vehicles met year. (52) Total miles traveled _r year

have also increased. For trucks specifically, tntal miles traveled

have increased from 90.5 billion in 1950 tn 206.7 billion in

1969.

_NO_KCS OF THE IhDUSTRY

i In 1970, the larger intercity common carriers of gen_eral

: 5



freight had average assets of $3,243,000, average operating

revenues of $6,837,000andaveraued $89.300netincomeafter

taxes. (i)

The average revenue for large intercity carriers of general

freight in 1970 was $1.24 per intercity truck-mile. Expenses

for these carriers averaged $1.20 per intersity vehicle-mile,

and of this, wages took $ 0.645 . repairs and servicing

(maintenance) took $ 0.076 fuel and oil $ 0.03 (not

including State and Federal tax), and tires and tubes $ 0.019

cents_ ) The major cost in carrier operation is, therefore,

operator wages, and tires and tubes rank fourth. Repairs

and servicing are approximately four times tire and tube costs.

The general economic health of the industry is reflected in

the 1970 financial ratios for large carriers, which include

4.96 revenue to worth, 0.06 profit (net afte.rt_xes) to,._rth,

(1)and 0.013 profit (net after taxes) tO revenue.

-6-



Section 3

INFOR_TIC_] BT_E FOR _IE PRO[_3SED REGULATION

DATA ACQUISITION

To dev_lop tilenoise emission s_mdards that constitute this

proposed regulation, it was necessary to establish a well defined

data base. In connection wit_l nDtor carriers engaged in interstate

commerce, this data base included Hle following information:

I. '_le existing noise, levels produced by the various

vehicles used by ino_r carriers under different

operating conditions.

2. _%e degree of r_ise reduction possible on these

vehicles, using available technology,

together with the cost associated with this reduction.

3. The percentage of vehicles that would require any

particular treatment or modifications to achieve variou_s

noise levels.

3. %_%eproduction supply of ]u_rdware necessary to achieve

those noise levels.

In order to gather end coordinate the input Of tJ1erequired

information, a Task Force was set up consisting of representatives

fran various Federal and state ager_ies and consultants to the

Environmental Protection Agency. The Task Force reviewed a_1 analyzed

the data and developed recc_aendations for consideration by the Agency

...........i -7-
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in the development of the proposed regulations. In addition, the [
T

Agency ar_ssed technology and cost informatio1_ subnlitted to the official

docket of t/_ regulations as a result of the Advanced Notice of

Proposed Rule Making, 3 and information previously developed by the

Agency as part of its hearings under Title IV, P.L. 91-604. 4,5

AV_J/_ABILITY OF DATA

In general, the main seurces of existing highway noise data were

the Federal and State gov_t agencies _ knowledge of EPA consultants.

Although a certain amount of retrofit _nforr_ation was available from

the vehicle manufacturers, a greater source was the ihdividual component

manufacturer.

Data were analyzed from 5838 diesel trucks operating on fre_'ays

in California in 1965, 6 531 trucks in the state of Washington in 1972, 7

and fran 1,000 trucks in I_w Jersey in 1972. 8 These data, collected

before the.California noise regulations t_k effect, and from states

not having noise regulations, were considered to be representative of

existing (1973) noise levels from trucks operating on f_-eeways in

states not having noise regulations.

i The noise level date for trucks accelerating at low speed (less
than 35 mph) , were taken frcm 776 trucks in California in 19719 and from

- !

*Since the regulations were proposed on July 27, 1973, additional

data hawe b_ ga_hc_ f.__c_.,eight _ther States. See Appendix A.
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239 trucks in the State of Washington in 1972. ! For constant sp_d

operation at speeds less than 35 miles per hour, data were obtained from 340

trucks in California in 1971. 9

An additional port of the data base consisted of noise levels

measured from stationary trucks by means of an engine run-up technique. The

data were obtained on 877 trucks by the Society of Automotive Eng_eer.s

vehic] _ Sound Colmittee. 10 There was a [_lueity of data on the levels of

noise emitted by interstate motor carrier vehicles other than large multi-

axle trucks, which are primarily p_ered by diesel engines. It is known,

however, that vehicles such as gasoline trucks and buses are inhere*%tly

quieter thln large multi-axle diesel tr_cks, _id should ]%ave no difficulty

in complying with any noise _mission standard which is reasonable for the

latter. (98,99) %_e proposed re_llation applies te all interstate motor

carrier vehicles over 10,000 pounds G_'/R or C/_. Additional data will be

obtained in the future so that subcategories of those vehicles, such as

gasoline trucks and buses, may be treated seF_irately in future revisions of

the re(_n/lation.

Data on auxiliary equi[rnent of motor vekicles were also limitc_l. Manu-

facturers have subi_itted sate information on the noise emissions from typical

refrigerator units, II but additional data will be developed for possible in-

c]usion in subsequent revisions of the regulation.

The re_3inder of this Baekgro_md Docum_It is based upon an analysis of the

data aescribed in this section.

_Y-ASURE_'_f _ETHODOI/DGY DEFINED

The proposed regulation concerns the noise _nitted by motor vehicles

engaged in interstate commerce. In order to set a n_an_igful regulation based

upon specific noise level standards, it is necessary to specify an appropriate

method for characterizing and measuring the noise emission from an individual

vehicle. This entails defining H _ opor_t_u!' of _he ve_icle urger m_a_........

as well as the method by Which the measurement is conducted.

--9--



In general, t_]ere are two main conditions under which motor

vehicles operate, namely I

i. Urban driving at l_v speeds

2. Highway driving st high speeds

In urban areas, the vehicle is seldom allowed to exceed a speed

of 35 miles per hour, except in the western area of the nation where speed

zones of 45 miles per hour are conr_on. On the open highway, and on

urban freeways, vehicle speeds are limited to a range of from about 55 to

70 miles per hour. Subsequent sections of this background doc_n_nt will

_]ow that the noise characteristics of motor ve/licles are different

in the two operational conditions. 'Fnerefore, the proposed regulation

will include se_]rato noise standards for these two conditions:i.e.,

the t_D speed ranges. H_ever, if the actual ve/dcle speed is specified

in the regulation, then subsc<_uent enforcement would require simultaneous

measurement of this speed along wit/l the noise level produced. To ren_ve

this obstacle to enforcement in tile proposed regulation, t/]e speed zone

in _]ich the vehicle is operating, rat]]or than the actual speed of the

vehicle m_der measurement, is specific<_ in the pro[xDsed re_llation.

For the noise standards to be meaningful it is necessary to

specify rilenoise level at a given distance produced by a truck whe_1

it is operating under tileconditions 3/.st discussed. In the proposed

regulation, all references to a quantitative methcd for specifying t/le

magnitt_e of a noise are in terms of t_e A-weighted noise level scale,

-i0-



the units being in dB(A). A-weighting corresponds

approximately to t]_eway in wh/_ a person hears a noise and is effected

by means of a simple electrical circuit contained in most sound

level meters. 12 Other scales are available, but they require a repro

conplex analysi._ which is normally not justified by the improved

correlation with human assessment. 13

The standard measuro_t distance selected is 50 feet. _his is

consistent with current reded practice, for t]_e measlu_ement of

both the noise from new vehicles 14 and the operational z_oise levels

from vehicles on the highway 15 in various s tares and cities. The

distance of 50 feet is a cc_p_mise betwL_n 25 feet (the ISO 16 standard

distance), at which 5 slight variations in v_hicle distance can lead to

significant errors in the measured noise level, and greater distances

at which background noise and nearby reflecting obstacles can pose a

problem in measurement site selection. 17 Furthermore, almost all of

the data base consists of noise levels meast_ed at this distance. _here

•may be some occasions when a measurement at 50 feet is not possible or

undesirable; for example, urban or suburban areas with nearby acoustically

reflecting surfaces which could distort the m_,_urement. Alternative

measur._Tent distances together with suitable correction factors to

standardize to a measurement distance of 50 feet can be specified 17 in

the enforcement procedures established for these proposed regulations. The

enforcement procedure should also specify the criteria for selecting

suitable highway measurement sites.

-ii-



SECTION 4

CATEGORIES OF INTERSTATE MOTOR CARRIER V_]ICLES

Interstate rooter carriers utilize a broad range of vehicles; from

sn_ll t_D-axle "straight" trucks and buses up to "combination" (tractor'-

trailer) trucks with 5 or more a_xles.(18) All of these v_%icles contribute to

noise emitted along highways and streets, which sets the ambient noise level in

most urban conmu_ities. (19) But large motor carrier v_icles cause a noise

problem that can be separated frc_n the problem of motor vehicls noise

in general. At _ present t_ne, diesel tlnJcks emit noise levels

that are so _ higher than those emitted by other

mortar vehicles that they stand out very noticeably. Noise peaks of

12 dB above the ambient noise level frcm other traffic are cc,mon. (20)

It has been widely acknowledged that such noise peaks are more objectionable

te people than is the a_bient noise. (21)

Trucks weighing less than 10,000 pounds qross vehicle weiqht rating (GV_R)

typically produce noise levels ranging frsm 64 te 72 dBA at 35 nph, when measured at

50 feet. This oorrelates closely to the noise level produced by ordinary

passenger autonDbiles, which generate up to 68 dB(A) at 50 feet at the

same speed. (22) Such a result is not surprising since the basic r_ise-

I producing co_leonents of such small trucks are little different from those

of automcbiles. They are pGwered by gasoline engines Similar

in most respects te autonDbile engine_; they have two-axle chassis, and

t_ey usually use r/b tires similar to autc_Dbile tires.

Trucks of over 10,000 pounds GVNR or Gross Combination Weight Rating

(G_P) for ccfabination v_%icles, on the other hand, are different frcm small

-12-



trucks and autcmobiles. They can produce noise levels of 95 dB(A) or more at

highways speeds when measured at 50 feet.(23,8)Their hiaher noise level can he

accounted for by theM- common use of relatively noisy d_esel engines instead of

gasoline engines, their frequent en_loyment of three, four, and five axle designs

using more noise-producing tires, and their occasional use of "pocket retread" tires,

which produce more noise than other tire designs(24) (see discussion of

tire noise below).

5breover, trucks of over 10,000 pounds G%WR or C4_R are typically

used for long distance £ntereltyand interstate hauling. They are,

therefore, operated many more miles per year on the averaqe than _nall

trucks, which are usually used for general service and delivery work

within one relatively small area.(25) Indec_d,mar%,small trucks ere

devoted to individual uses I*_tunlike private automobiles. The vastly

greater mileage travelod on an average by large trucks than by small

trud_s and automobiles causes the former to make up a mu_-hlarger

perc_%tage of vehicles actually observed on the road than would be

ix_dicatedby Hle percentage they constitute of the total vehicles

registered.* As a result, efforts concestrated on reducing the noise of

large trud_s will have a propDrtionately greater effect than might be

determined from truck registration data.

All of these asp_zts of large trucks--their relatively high oon-

tribution to the noise problem, their design, their typical use, and their

high average mileage--which distinguish them frcm sn_ll trucks and

*See Appendix A.
)

, -13-
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automobiles indicate that they should be the focus of EPA efforts under

Section 18 at this time. qhe problem of noise from small trucks appears

to he more appropriately handled in H_e same way as the noise from the

automobiles they resemble in design and use; for example, through such new product

standards as those of Section 6 of H_ Noise Control Act and through v_licle use

regulations of State and local governments. If in the future it appears

that the operation of smaller vehicles should be regulated under Section

18, the regulations may be revised pursuant to Subsection 18 (a).

qhe dividing line be_een large and smell trucks has been drawn at

10,000 pounds gross vehicle weight rating or gross combination weight

rating* because virtually all trucks designed and used much

like passenger cars,are below that weight, while few trucks with signifi-

cantly different characteristics, such as diesel engines, multiple axles, and

significantly higher noise emission levels, are bel_9 _]at weight. _reover, a

break at 10,000 pounds is convenient because most states use that weight as a

boundary in their vehicle registration categories. In addition it is a

s_ weight category distinction %_ed by DOT in Hleir safety regulations.

Compatibility with the present DOT weight categories is advan__tageous

since DOT is the Federal enforcing agent°

*"Gross vehicle weight rating," G%WR, is defined for single vehicles;

whereas "gross conbination weight rating," GCWR, is defined for ocmbina-
vehicles such as tracter-trailer trucks.

-14-



The category of interstate motor carrier vehicle_ over I0,000 pounds

includes many vehicles between 10,000 and 33,000 pounds GVWR or

powered by large gasoline engines, as well as vi_tually all of the

interstate motor carrier vehicles powered by diesel engines. As will

be discussed in the section on truck noise characteristics, !diesel

engines are inherently noisier than gasoline engines. In addition, as

a rule, diesel engines are used in heavier trucks that have other more

noisy, eemponenta, such as a greater ntmber of tires, than trucks powered

by gasoline engines. (27) Buses, whether diesel or gasoline, are also

inherently quieter than trucks because of design features such as n_re

fully enclosed engine compartments (see section 6).

Since large multi-axle diesel _ pose the most severe motor

vehicle noise problem, the vast majority of the work done on motor vehicle noise

has been directed at them. Thus, the data discussed in Sections 5 and

6 of this doctm_nt _re in large part derived frDm, and specifi_llly

applicable to, large multi-_xle diesel trllcks. The r_ise emission

standard based on the analysis of those data is, therefore, one that is

most appropriate for trucks wi_] Fore than three axles. This is berne out

by t/%edate pres/nted in Append/-x A, which shoe the highest proportion

of vd%icles in violation of the proposed standard to be trucks with three

axles or more, which are often diesel powered.

It might be argued that since this is the case, the category of

large motor carrier vehicles should be further subdivided to reflect

-15-



different noise standards for gasoline versus diesel trucks, buses,

and any other relevant categorieS. Further distinctions could be r_2de

on the basis of the age of trucks, and for new trucks, to reflect the

degree of noise redectionthat each class of truck can achieve. _]is

approach has considerable merit end isbeing carefully considered

for use in future revisions of the interstate motor carrier noise

regulations. At present, however, the available data on vehicles other

than large multi-axle diesel trucks are not sufficient to permit the

selection of differeJ*t noise standards for them. Since large multi-

axle trucks are the nDst severe noise problem, and since nu/ch of the

possible noise abat_rent technology, such as mufflers and cooling fans,

is basically the same for all large vehicles, a standard that is

reasonable for multi-axle trucks ea_ be assumed to be feasible for

other large m_tor carrier vehicles. (S_ references 58 and 59).

Applying the same standaz_ to Other larqe motor carrier vehicles _-

on an interim basis, while mute specific data is gathered for thesl,

will limit any increase in their x_ise emissions.

............. I
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Scout/on 5

SPECIFIC NOISE SOURCES

This section of the dcctmEnt describes the noise c/laraeteristics

of large m3thr carrier trucks and the methods available for effecting

rr3ise reduction. It specifically discusses truc]cs because, as in,cared

in Section 4, they are the mc6t severe noise problem, most of the available

data concerns trucks, and any regular/on that is reasonable for trucks

will be reasormble for other large vehicles. The noise produced by a

truck is dependent on the type and the quality of the component parts.

L_rge trucks are not standardized as are autoa_biles. Specialized

user n_ result in a greatly varied as_._mbly of txuck components,

especially with respect to powertra/n and related t_/pment. As

a result, the noise produced can vary considerably fram vehicle to

vehicle. To illustrate the extend Of the variation that can exist,

the following discussion of noise sources is preceded by a brief

description of truck components.

f_3qPl_AT. PT_D_J'_T_DTE_nTp_ _ _

virtually all trucks in excess of 10,000 polu_s GgWR or GCWR are

powered either by gasoline oi" diesel engines; those in excess of 33,000

pounds GVWR or _R are powered almost exclusively by diesel engines. (28)

Diesel angin_ may be naturally aspirated (air introduced at atmDs_leric

pressure), turbocharged,or superd_arged by the engine itself. The engine

is located at the front of the cab in a conventional style (C) and under

the cab in a cab-over-engine (ODE) style truck.

17



_he engine exhaust for both engine types may be routed horizontally

underneath the body of the vehicle or vertically to the rear of the

cab--comnDnly referred to as a "straight stack." The latter is often

preferred so as to direct exhaust fumes away from motorists and

pedestrians. Single or double exhaust systems may be installed. _he

emgine intake m3y be situated on or under the hood in a convant.ional

style truck or to the rear of the cab in either style. In the latter

case, it may be on the same or opposite side of the cab as the exhaust

system.

The power-to-weight ratio for a fully laden truck is significantly

less than that for an automobile, with the result that the necessary torque

tin/stbe transmitted through a wide range of gears--up to as many as 15.

_%is torque is usually applied to ei_er one or t_D drive axles on the

vehicle. The nigher of axles on the entire vehicle, including the

trailer, depends upon the load to be hauled, and varies according to

State regulations. The result is that the number of tires on a heavy

truck-trailer combination can range from 10 to 42.

TRUCK NOISE CHARAc£_<ISTI_q

Many combinations of cc_ponente exist that affect the tetal noise

level of a truck. (29) This is true not only for trucks designed

specifically to perform differant tasks, but also for trucks designed to

perform similar tasks. The reason for the variety is the very marked

c_rner preference in the trucking industm2--a preference based on actual

i perfon_nce, imagined perfomrance, or si,ply a traditional attachment to

a given model configuration.

18



The noise from the propulsion system is not the only contributor

to the overall noise level. At speeds gre_ter than about 45 miles per

hour, additional noise of significant magnitude compared to the propulsion

syste_ noise is produced by the interaction between the tires and the

road surface. (31) The relationship between propulsion system noise and

tire noise as a function of vehicle speed is shc_4n in Figure 2. (31' 32)

In this figure, the noise levels produced, by beth the propulsion system

and the tires are shown as functions of vehicle speed. There are 2 fairly

distinct vehicle speed ranges in which the noise level can be characterized.

At speeds less than 45 miles per hour, the overall noise level for a

truck fitted with a typical co_bii_tion of tiros is determined mainly

by the contribution from the propulsion system, which is independent of

the vehicle speed. At speeds greater than 45 miles per hour, a major

contributor can be tire noise, _4_ich increases with vehicle speed.

The vehicle speed at which tire noise begins to dominate depends pr_narily

on the type and number of tires on the tzuJck, the degree of tire wear,

tire load, type of pavement, and tire inflation pressure. (33)

The effect of vehicle speed on _e noise levels prodseed by one

type of truck operating on _e highway is sh_vn in Figure 3. This

Figure presents the cumulative distribution of the noise levels from

tractor-trailor trucks operating at low and high speeds. These data

were taken in California, where noise regulations are in existence. The

data shown in Figure 3 are therefore not necessarily typical of the nation,

since the Califorina noise regulations may have reduced the ntm_er of noisy.

trucks in that Statm. 'Thebasic distinction between low and high speeds,

however, is typical. The difference

....... i
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Speed o

'tMntor Veh|cle Noise" Rep:rt, byA. Alexendre of thQO.£.C.D. Staff, November 1971
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Tire combinations:

Steerin9 Axle Drive Axles Trailer Axles

].00 O Nt_4Ribs 1/2 Worn X-Bars New Pocket Retread .
New Ribs New X-Bars N_ Rib Retread f

New Ribs New Ribs New PJI)Retread .-".I
/

90 EngineRelatedNoiseAleao
-- t/iru12 Geml-Steps / Tire Noise Alone

\ °- /

: • /o/

Vehicle Specd, mph

Figure 2 - Propulsion System and Tire Noise for a
qypical 5 Axle Tractor Trailer

(fromreference 31 and 32)



I DATA SOURCE

CALIFORNIA (1971) '172 TRACTOR-TRAILERS
'*OVER 55 MPH'*

A CALIFORNIA (1971) 145 TRACTOR-TRAILERS
"35 MPH OR LESS"

,-4,
:> m-- %

_ 50

L_ 0 IIIIIIII III!11111 ItllIIIl Jlt I !JIILI[I
60 70 80 90 "1OO II0

[JO[SELEVEL d3 (/',)AT 50 FT

Figure 3. '_ractor-'rr.ailerN_ise ]_mi.ssionDistt'ihutionsat 35 mph and over 35 r_._h
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in noise level in _le two speed ranges is due mainly to the increased

level of the tire noise contribution.

This completes the summary of overall trucA noise characteristics

as a function of operation. Next, the individual truck conponents that

contribute to the overall noise level al_ discussed.

_KK_ _ NOISE SOURC/S, ABATEMenT, AND COSTS.

The total noise level produced by a truck is the logarithmic sua_

of the individual noise levels produced by several different components.

%_ese component r_ise source_s are as follows (34) (not necessarily in

order of imp0rtance)--see Figure 4.

Engine system

Engine cooling fan

'Engine (mechanical)

Air intake system

Trar_mission (gearbox, drive shaft, rear axle(s))

Engine auxiliary equipn_nt

Tire/rcmdway interaction

Aerodynamic flow

Brakes

Of these, the first four sources ere of major i_portance for trucks

of concern here when traveling at low speeds (35) (less than 45 miles per

hour). At higher speeds (greater thes 45 miles per hour) tire noise

assumes a much greater significance. A brief discussion of these major

sources is contained in the following sections.
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Exhaust System

Exhaust noise is created when engine exhaust qases excite oscillations

in the exhaust pipe. Tl_se oscillations are radiated to the at_Dsphere

at the tail pipe. Tl_ noise is a function of engine type, induction

system, exhaust system, and ether associated parameters. (35) In addi-

tion to the radiation from the end of the tail pipe, noise is also

-transmitted through %J%eexhaust pipe and muffler walls. Noise is also

produced by the application of engine brakes (witll trucks so equippped)

t/._t, when in use, provide a retarding force on the engine that reduces

the :!_ed of the truck. Typical exhaust noise le_is range fram 77 to

n_ db ) at 50 feet irrespective of speed (29) and are usually greater in

_n/cks that have been poorly m_intained.

Although tlleexhaust system is a major noise source, the associated

_isu levels can be reduced fairly easily. A good muffler is mandatory,

i

and for maximtm, quieting, a double wall or wrapped muffler can be used

to reduce radiation through the walls. Besides the muffler, considera-

tion can also be given to wrapping the tail and e_laust pipes with i_sula-

tion, _%e system must be free from leaks and should be attached by

isolation mounts to the truck frame. The location of the muffler in

the overall system, the exhatt_t pipe length and diameter and the tail

pipe length and diameter, should be considered alH_ough these factors

assume a gz_dually lessening in_ortance as the insertion less of the

muffler is increased. Muffler specification and suggested exhaust systsa

configurations are currently offered by major muffler manufacturers for

almost every engine, since no universal muffler exists that is the best

for all types of engines.
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Exhaust noise, using the best available mufflers, typically ranges

•from 72.5 to 80 dB(A) at 50 feet for today's most popular

diesel engines.(36) These mufflers provide insertion losses of from

9.5 to 27 dB, and are Of the type installed on new trucks as standard

equipment,(36) A good quality muffler typically costs from $35 to $45;

and since the installation is simple, _any trucking companies do it

themselves. Installation costs for either single or d_%l systems are

about $15.(36, 37) For m3xirm_ effect it is necessary to replace existing

flexible exhaust pipes with rigid pipe and slip joints at a cost of about

$45 per side inc]ualng labor.

A sudden increase in demand for replacement mufflers would not

pose a significant problem to the m_nufacturers, m_ny of whom are at

present expanding their facilities to increase their output by a factor

of 1.5 to 2.(38)

--C_6ofin_ Fan

Trucks g_.rally use aw_al fans to draw air through a front-

mounted radiatnr to provide water cooling,which in turn provides engine

cooling. Fan nsise is the result of air flow irregularities and is

part/ally governed by the pzoximity of _, radiators, grills,

(39)
radiator shutters, etc. The noise produced by the fan is related

tm fan tip speed. Y_st diesel _%gines for heavy trucks are rated for

n_udsu_ ho_poa_r at about 2,100 rpm. At this speed, engine cooling

d_A_d is greatest and the fan can _ easily be a major contributor

to the overall truck noise le%_l. Typical truck fans usually exh/bit

r_ise levels in the range of 78 to 83 dBA at 50 feet at rated engine

speed. [29)
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S_mce noise from a cooling fan increases wi_ the rotational

speed, it is possible to reduce the noise v;llilensintaibing tiles_ic-

air flow (to sat/sly the same cooling req/ire__nt), by using a

larger fan turn/ng at a lower speed. In m_ny cases this m_y also

require the installation of a larger radiator,%_%ichcould result

in an e_q_e_nsivencdification _ the front of the engine c_ioartment.

It is more feasible to install a fan blade that produces less

nois_ while at the same time allowing for adequate cooling. Most exist-

, ing fans axe stamped out of sheet netal with equal spacing between
i

the blades,and they are driven at a predetermined fixed ratio of fan

to engine speed by a belt-driven pulley. _his type of fan was not

origina]/y designed to be quiet nor [_Irt/cularlyefficient in perform-

ing its _a_k. In many cases it can be replaced with a more so_isticated

design t.hataffords a no/se reduction from the fan alone of from 7 to

i 12 d_. (40) _e cc_t is in the range of $30 to $35 installed. (41)

! _e o_rall truck noise can a/so be reduced by about I dB in some cases

i hy /nc_rporating a venturi-type shroud around the fan with a small

i t/p clearance at an installed price of about $45.

Trucks are designed to be able to cope with heat reject/on of

ma_mum engine power with little or no ram air. Since ram air increases

with truck speed, fans bec_e proportiom_lly of lesser /aportsnce

at higher speeds and could be slowed or stopped in m_ny instances.

_he critical condition occurs when -- as in pulling a heavy load up

a long grade--the truck is m_ving slowly in a low gear but the engine

I /s develop/ng full horsepower. Trucks, unlike aut_m_i]es_ usually
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do not have an overheat/ng problem when the vehicle is stopped and

the engine idles at low rpm. As a result of these characteristics,

there are only a limited n_mber of conditions under which additional

cooling is required. When, the fan is needed only a small percentage

of the total engine on-time, there are certain types of fans avail-

able that rotate only when this additional engine cooling is required

and that idle when the cooling due to ram air flcw is sufficient. (42)

Typical fans of this type incorporate a th_c_Dstatie clutch Or a

viscou_ flu---iddrive. Visc0us fluid-clutched fans permit the far to

IDtete at reduced speeds when not needed. They offer some fan noise

reduction (about 3 to i0 _) but the on-off mechanical clutch would be

preferre_ because of the total elimination of fen noise while the fan is off. (42)

Typical cc6ts for a viscous clutch are about $225 plus about

$15 for the suggested fan blade. (43) A thermostatically controlled

unit including the necessary fittings costs typically on the order

of $285 to $360,plus $40 to $50 for installation. (37, 43)

__D_q_ixl__(Mech anica I )

Engine mschanlcal noise in internal c_mbustion engines is produced

by the combustion process, which produces the high gas pressures

necessary to force the piston down the cylinder and turn the crankshaft.

The rapid rise in cylinder pressure immediately following cc_bustion

_s mechanical vibrations in the engine structure that ere trans-

mitted through the cylinder walls, oil pan, rocker arm, co%_rs, etc.

Some of the viDraticnai enge_ryis subsequently radiated in d_ a_Yos-_lvaLe

as acoustic energy.

Gasoline engines initiate ounbus_ion wit/_a flame that smoothly
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spreads throughout the cylinder until the fuel-air nixture is

bt_ned. Diesel engines, however, rely on much higher conpressi0n

ratios (about 17:1 rather than 9:1) to produce spontaneous combtlstion.

_his causes a more rapid change in pressure in the cylinder,which in

turn results in increased engine vibration and,hence,higher noise

levels than those associated with gasoline engines. (44) As a l_sult,

noise levels frpm diesel engines often are as much as I0 dB greater

than those from,gasoline engines. [44) The engine noise contribution

in typical diesel-pcwered trucks is on the order of 78-85 dBA. (29)

_rgers are often used _ increase the pressure of the intake

air. This reduces the pressure fluctlmtions in the engine,which in

turn Icwers the engine noise level. (44) The devices used to increase

the pressure may in some cases contribute to the overall noise level;

i.e., torbocharger '_hine." Retrofit methods of reducing the noise

pzDdseed by engines generally fall into one of two categories:

i. Roduct/on of noise radiated by the ergine by

,,_difyingcertain exterior surface covers.

2. Installat/en of acoustic absorption and barriers

in the engine enclosure.

Engine noise z_duct/on kits suitable for retrofit applications to

lh_itod emgine models are available from a few major engine manufacturers.

These kit8 cor_ist of various acoustically treated panels and covers

and prsv/de a reduction of about 3 dB in engine noise only (as opposed

to total v_hicle noise level) at a cost of between $50 to $100 for

material (45) and,typically,S30 for installation. [37) Such kits
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are in limitec] prc_uction at this time and have not undergone

(52)
complete durability testing. They will be considered for

suitability _und availability whenever the pro_sed regulations are

revised.

Air Induction .qvstem

Induct_ion system noise is created by the opening and closing

of the intake valv_ ,which causes the. volume of air in the system to

pulsate. The associated noise levels are dependent upon _%e type of

engine, the _]gine operating conditions, and whether it is turhochaxged

or naturally aspirated. (39) 'I_pic_%lint_¢e noise levels vary frc_

70 to 80 dBA.

Intake noise reduction technology is very similar to that for

exhaust noise reduction. Major manufacturers are able to provide

assistance in proper selection of air intake systems for all popular

(46)
engine models. Retrofitting the intake systems of trucks in

service consists of replacing older air cleaners with modern quality,

dry element air cleaners. This _uld result in a cost of $i00 - $130,

on the average. (36) Intake cleaners end silencer's are manufactured

largely by the major muffler manufacturers, so that the production

could he increased as describ_ in the above discussi_l of mufflers.

.Tire/Roadway Interaction

Truck tires for highway usage can be classified into two

categories - rib tires and crossbar tires (also known as lug or

cross rib). Rib tires have the tread principally oriented longit,_ally

around the tire (similar. to autc_obile tires). This is the most

C_lmon type Of truck tire and can be used in all wheel positions;
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hcwever, they are almost exclusively utilized in steering axle posit/ous

because of their superior lateral traction and uniform wea_characterist/ca.

Crossbar designs have the tread elements principally arranged laterally

and are popular for use on drive ayles. These designs provide for

up to 60 percent more tread depth due to the rigid cross elen_nts. (47)

_he physical mechanisms of the production of noise by t/res and

tire/rDadway interaction are not completely understood. It is known

that the entrapment and release of air from the t/re tread cavities

produces noise. (48) Also, it appears that the vibration of the tire

contributes to the total noise level. (48) However, the effect of

the large lugs on crossbar t.ires,and the effect of the road s_rface

on the noise leu_/s produced are not well quantified. The r_sult is

that basically all the noise information ava/lable has been obtained

ex_er/_emtally, and the t/re manufacturers do not appear to be

close _o any major breakthrough that would result in crossbar t/re design

e24%Ibit/ngsigaiflcantly lower noise levels.

There seem to be no conclusive data _t-. indicate any

significant d/fference between the traction prepert/es of rib and

crossbar tires under dry, wet, or icy ccnditions. (49) Any differe/%ce

is possibly in faver of using rib tires because they normally prov/d8

about 5 percent more rli_berin contact _ith the road. However, in

snow, sand, gravel, mud, or loose dirt, where the tire does not coma

into contact with a firm surface, there is an advantage to installing

: crc_Bbars. (49)
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There is no conclusive _cor_ni_ preference to the use of crossbar

or rib tires. (50) A rib tire has a tread depth on the order of 17/32

ind% and oDsts about $i00. Its life is about 50,000 miles if it is

worn d_4n to 2/32 inch on a drive axle. An equal qlmlity crossbar

tire costing about $130 may have an initial tread dep£hof 27/32 inch

and last typically i00,000 miles v_en reduced to 2/32 inch. At this

point, s_ra fimrs sell the carcasses (the rib possibly beh_ werth m_re

in this case) and buy nc_4tires. Under this policy it is more

econc_ical (54 percent more mileage per _llar) to use crossbars.

H_we_er, ether firms choose to spend about $30 to r_ap the rib tire

with an addit/ona/ 17/32 inch tread and use it again,obtaining an

overall life of 100,000 miles at a to_l c_st of $140-_the same as

the original crossbar type. If the crossba_ and rib earcass0s (of

equivalent _m]_ty) have been subjected to the same abuse, then they

w_ll have essentially the sang number of miles left in the. Some

trucking eampanies will use only new tires on dri_ axles and when

"theyare half worn _%ey will be removed and used on a trailer

position until cc_pletely wore. _ey will then be recapped. P/b

are thought by s_ne to wear more quickly than crossb_s in drive

axle positions.

Extensive measummments of the noise level p_Dduced by tires mmmt-

ed on the drive axle of a truck-tractor have been conducted by the

National Bureau of Standards and the De_t Of Transportation (31)

--see figure 5. (51) Typical values of the noise level measured a£
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50 feet are 68 dBA and 73 dBA at 35 miles per hour for n_w ribbed

and crossbar tires respectively on a concrete roadway. (51) At 50

miles per ho_r these levels typically increase to 73 dBA and 80 dBA (51)

r_spectively, although higher vnlues are by no means unconmDn. In

general, _ tirea produce lower noise levels than crossbar tires.

_he noise proO,_@ increases with tire wear, reaching a maximm_ value

when the tread is approximately half worn.

Data indicate that some retread tires that exhibit a tread

desi_ _L_used largely of pockets that are not vented either around

the t/re or to the side produce excessive noise levels by allowing

air to be trapped, crmpreesed, and subsequently released as the

pockets pass through the footprint area of the tire. These pocket

retre_s are responsible for noise levels exceeding 90 dBA at higl_ay

speeds.(51)

I
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SPEED, KM/HR
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Elsure 5. Peak A-weLght:ed sound level, as measured al: 50

fee{:, versus speed for a loaded sfng_.e-chassis

vehicle running on a concrete surface, va_£ous

t_,pes of new t_.res "are represented on the qraph,
These were mountedon the arive aX]eo

i
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Section 6

NOISE EMISSION STANDARDS

NOISE LEVELS FOR IARGE INTERSTATE _D_3R CARR/2_ V_ICLFS

The noise control informs%finngiven in the preceding section corresponds

essentially to the state of available knowledge of retrofit technology for

each individual noise source. To reduce the noise level produced by an

existing vehicle, it is necessary to apply one or more of the modifications

outlined--the nm_oer or type of modifications,_Dend/n_ upon the

v_icle in question and the o_rall .noisereduction required. For

example, mDre o_r_onents of an old or poorly maintained truck would

normally need to be nmdified than those of one in newer condition.

similarly, mere trea_nt would be required to reduce the noise lewl of

a vehicle to 84 dB(A) than would be required to reach 88 dB(A).

As stated in the discussion of motor carrier vehicle categDrie_ most

c_ the avmilnble da5_ nonce-ms large tn'c,'_".*i_ _eo, n'.'-_,rnax:.e_,

which are prednminately diesel _ered. Knowledge of some noise sources,

such as t_ires,is of course applicable to other vehicles such as gasoline

pod_red trucks and buses; and it is probable that knowledge of other noise

sources such as cooling fans will prove applicable to all large vehicles.

But the specific information available at present does not permit an

enuneration of specific trea_rents, with associated

i
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OOStS, to produce predictable amotLntsof noise reduction for vehicles

other than large multi-axle tmlc1¢s. Thm datesnro_mnb_l i.nTahTes ].an_

2_nd Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 in this section are based upon studies of

larqe multi-ax]e _I_'_ t_t ar_ nri._ril_,_i_l n_w_r_. _g cH_enssed in

Section 4. it es]_be ass_d that any noise standard that is reasonable _f_r

_uch ]ara_ t*n:ck_is fPasih]e fnr _th_r m_t_r _arrir_rv_hi_l_=. _n_l,-_1_rT

h._- (58,59)

9ypes of trea_it t/tatmight be required to reduce noise emissions

(other than noise en/ssions from the tire/road interactio_ from trucks

to various levels, and the associated costs per treatment, are listed

in Table i. _e levels indicated correspond to noise emission at m_iraz,

engine speed (where noise other than tire noise is highest), measured at

50 feet. Since the noise levels of isdividusl existing trucks vary,

not all exist__ngtrucks rec_iring s_l_ treatment would require

each of the treatments indicated to reach each noise level indicated.

The percentage of trucks indicated in Table 1 to require each type of

_,_onent change is based upon actual experience of a company that has

been extensively engaged in retzDfitting _icks to rc_uce noise emissions.

The average cost per large multi-axle truck that requires treatment to

meet each level is thus the sum of the percentage of trucks _at require

each treatment times the cost of that treatn_nt, for each type of

treel_en_. T_e average cost of bringisg noise 2evels of existing

multi-axle trucF.sdown to 86 dB(A) is thus $114.

For con]_r.ison with the estimated retrofit costs, Figure 6 shews

the typical costs actually incurred in the retrofit of over 7,600 large

mult/-axla trucks by that company. The agreem_*t ±s good with the
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TABLE 1 - P-_TIMATEDCOSTS TO RETROFIT TRUCKS TO VARIOUS

NOISE IJTVEL.S(Accordingto SAE J366a)

W,-_-----..---_ ...... %Trucks e×cued_n_ I AVg, Cost Per TruckNoise Level Required £stimated Cost _,_,_e=._ ................
dgA 0 50' Treatment Per Item $ specified noise leveJ RequiringRetrofitti+

Chan_e ., i

90 ExhaustI 50-100 lO0+ $50-SlOg
[otal$50 - $100

88 Exhaust] 50-100 100% 50 - 100
Fan2 35 5% 2- 2

- Fota],s52102.......
Exhaust3 lO0 I 100% lO0

86 Fan4 80 { '10% 8

Intake5 ll5 5% 6

.... kotal 5114 +
Exhaust6 lOO-2OO I IOOZ $100 - $200

Fan7 285-400 I 50% $143 - $200
B_ Intake5 115 25% $ 29 - $ 29

Engine8 80-130 25%., $ 20 - $ 33
Total $292.- $462

I. Muffler and labor--single or dual system
2. Replaced fan blade
3. Mean cost for mufflerand labor,Plus additionalcost for some

trucksrequiringreplacementof flexibletubing,etc.
4. Replaced fan blade and added shroud
5. Average cost of dry elementair cleanerwith built-insilencer.
6, Muffler and replacementof feasiblepipes--singleor dual system
7. Viscous fan clutch and new fan blade in conjunction with shroud.

Thermostatically controlled clutch.

I 8. Partialenginekit plus installation.
i

I
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OF TRUCKS EXC_'.m_UINGA GIVEN,
NOISE LEVEL DUP/NG TYPICAL HIf_AY OPERATION --
CALIFORNIA DATA

truck's' exeeedin_ noise level

Noise Level speeds 3s mph and Speeds _reater than
dBA less 35 _n5

9h 0 0

92 5 " 1o"

90 6 19

88 12 5o

86 19 78

8h 30 93

82 h6 ' 97
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exception of the costs to achieve a noise level of 84 dB(A). At this

-_{ level, the incurred costs are for a wry small number of vehicles and

the estimated costs are approximate. Experience in retrofitt-inq

trucks indicates that the noise level of alnDst all trucks on the road

_./ today can be reduced to an 86 dB(A) level; however, the noise level of

only about 50 percent of existing multi-_xle trucks could be _rought down to

84 dB (A) using available hardware. To achieve this level on those trucks on

which it can be achieved, engine enclosures would often be reauir_.

This type of hardware is not currently available in the large q_ant/ties

that would be required by an 84 dB (A) standard, nor has it been fully

tested on in-service trucks. _le completion of tests on such hardware

ar_ the establishment of production distribution systsss for large quan-

t/tles of enclosures for specific application will require an inest/rable

lead tim_. The company estimates that from their very limited experience

with engine enclosures in achieving noise levels of 84 dB(A) that it

wo,_Id cost about $950 per truck to bring large multi-axle diesel trucks

drown to that level, if adequate hardware for that purpose were available

: and if the safety and maintenance aspects of the enclosure configuration

w_re established. For application to significant n_nbers of tru_ks,

additional lead _ would be required to establish a production base

a_d supply system to retrofitters.

"BF_TAVA_ABLE T_OD3GY, _%K_NGINTO ACCOUNT_I_ COSTOF COMPLIANCE"

The_e _szTns have been defined for purposes of this proposed regulation

_,_'_. _ follows :
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"Best a_-uilabletechnology" is that noise abatement

technology available for retrofit application to motor

ca_-riers that produce meaningful reduction in the noise

produced by interstate motor carriers, "Available"

is further defined to include:

i. Technology applications that have been
de,Dnstrated and can be retrofitted on

existing trucks.

2. Technology for which there will be a production
capacity to produce the estimated number
of parts required in reasonable time to
allow for distribution and installation

prior to the effective date of _e regulation.

3. Technology that is co.patiblewith all safety
regulations and takes into acoount opera-
tional considerations, isclu_ing maintenance,
_d other pollution control _n/ipment.

_he ccet of conpliance means the cost of identifying

what action n_st be taken to maet the specified noise

emission level, and the additiol%alc_st of operation

and maintenance, lhe cost for future replaca_ent parts

was also considered.

Summarizing the discussion of truck noise other than the ti_e noise leads,
i

to the following major conclusions:i

I i, Nearly all existing large trucks can be retrofitted to

I achieve a noise level of 86 dB(A),under 35 mph.

! 2. A large proportion Of the trucks that presently exceed 84 _(A)
J

I under 35 mph could not be brought to this level using current available

1 hardware or technology without exhreme mcdifications, e.g.,

I encapsulatic_ or replacement engine.
total of

J
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3. The costa associated witJ_retrofitting large multi-axle

diesel trucks increase greatly between the levels of

86 dB(A) and 84 d_(A).

4. Large multi-axle diesel trucks constitute the most

severe interstate motor carrier noise problem. Any noise

standard that is reasonable for them to meet can beassume d to

be feasible for othe/"interstate motor carrier vehicles to

meet. It is therefore possible to hold all interstate motor carrier

veh/cles over 10,000 pounds GVWR or GCWR to the standard set

on the basis of the noisiest trucks for an inter_n period. When

more information is available on feasible noise standards for

various subcategories of interstate motor carrier v_hicles, the

proposed regulation can be revised to incorporate such information.

Accordingly, the conclusion can be reached that the noise e_ission

level that ex/sting trucks can he expected to achieve, exclusive of
[

tire noise, after the applicat/on of t_e best available technology,

i
taking into account the cost of compliance, is 86 dB(A), for speeds

less than 35 miles per hour. Based on the truck survey data from Calif-

ornia in 1965 discussed earlier in this section (see Table 2), 19 percent

of the large _mllt/-axlediesel trucks in operation today will not initially

ccnply with the noise standard. Non-diesel trucks and other veb/clss

will generally requi_ *muchleas treatment to meet the standard than

diesel truc_ and, consequently, will incur much smaller average costs.

Most of them meet the proposed standard ncw, and those that do not will
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rarely require more than a new muffler to meet the proposed low speed

standard.

Since the noise characteristics of large vehicles differ at low

and high speeds--the propulsion systen noise dominating the former and

the tire,noise the latter--it is r_cessary to set different noise standards

for law and high speed operation so that both major noise sources will

be covered. At speeds greater than 35 miles per hour, the noise levels

produced by trucks complying with the 86 OB(A) law speed standard will

nor,_lly exceed 86 dB(A) because of the increase _% the time noise

contribut/on. Examination of the noise distribution of trucks operating

on the highway--see Figure 3--shcws that the same number of trucks that

exceed 86 _(A) at speeds less than 35 miles per hour"ey_eed 90 dB(A) at

sp_ greater than 35 miles per hour. In most cases, trucks that can

comply with the lew speed noise standard can also comply with a 90 dB(A)

noise level at high speeds, Some trucks equipped with the noisier types

of cress-bar tires will exhibit higher noise levels and would be required

to _stall alternativ_ crcss-bar or rib tires, particularly on the drive

axles. Trucks equipped with pocket retread tires will normally exceed

the proposed regulation of 90 dB(A) at speeds in excess of 35 miles per

hour--see Figure 2. %_%e90 dB(A) high speed standard will therefore

effectively renDve this type of tire from highway use. It is therefore
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appropriate to incorporate into the regulation a visual inspection clause

to restrict the use of pocket retread hires.

In many cases, tru_ks will exceed the proposed noise standards

because of poorly maintained exhaust systems. Accordingly, it is con-

siderealthat the proposed regulation should contain a clause allcwing

f_r a visual inspection of the exhaust system.

When heavy trucks are operated at speeds of 35 miles per hour or

less, they are oft_m Ln urban or suburban areas. It is during this phase

of their operation that truck noise emissions can have a major impact

on the public due to the large population densities in these areas.

_der certain conditions of highway grade and constant speed less than

35 miles per hour, trucks can be operated in a manner that will min/mlze

extexdor noise emissions. The pr_r_/_al va1"iablein attaining these

lower levels is operator technique.

Trucks designed or reb-rofittedto the recommended 35 miles per hour

ali-cond_ti(ms pass-by test level of 86 OB(A), if operated in a quiet

mannertwould emit exterior sound levels of 80 dB{A) or less. As shown

in Figure 9, the percentage of vehicles that could not comply with a

level of B0 dB(A) on level roadways is approximately the same as the

percentage of vehicles not complying with the two recommended noise

emission standards at 86 and 90 dB{A) discussed earlier.

i
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An 80 dB(A) level does not impose an additional cost to the

industry above that which is reauired to meet the other recc_mended noise oontrol

levels, but it does l_f2/re q%lietoperation in areas where population

densities are generally high.

STATIONARY RL_-UP TEST

The Federal enforcement of the proposed noise regulation will be

undertaken by _pectors from the Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety (Bb_S)

of the Department of Transportation (DOT). Four possible enferc_re_nt

strategi_ were considered. These,are:

1. Enforc_nent at the time the owner first receives _e vehicle

2. Enforcement at random times at the vehicle depot

3. Enforcement during normal operation on the hi_lway

4. Enforoement at specific roadside locations, such as weigh
stat/on_

Enforcing the noise regulation at the time of initial (or subsequent)

sale _ould not take into consideration that the noise level produced by

a motor v_hicle may increase with age as a result of poor maintenance or

i_proper selection or replacement of parts. Enforcement at the vehicle

depots %Duld lead to significant logistic p_oblems due to the wide

dispersion of depots. The noise regulation could be enforced by setting

up m_urerent locations alongside major highways and monitoring the

noise produced by each vehicle as it passe_ through the site. This is the

method adopted by the California llighwayPatrol and other enforcement

agencies who have "curbing" power, or , the ability to pursue and

apprehend offending operatmrs. The DOT inspectors do not have this

power, but they do have the power to h_spect vehicles at roadside weighing
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stations. This form of enforca_-nt requires a method of measuring the

noise produced by the vehicle while in the weighing station such that

the noise levels correlate well with those measured for typical ope/'a-

t/on on the highway. Lack of space at the weighing station indicates

that this should be a test conducted with a stationary vehicle. Such

a stationary test procedure has been developed by the motor vehicle

manufacturers thzDugh the Society of Automotive Engineers. Though the

test procedure has only been documented on 877 trucks, the results

indicate a close relationship with the SAE J366a test, and it is considered

acceptable by DOT. It consists of running the engine from idle to

stabilized governed engine speed with rapid application of the throttle.

The noise level m_,zred is the 'max/mumvalue observed during the test.

No such stationary test is recommended for vehicles #hat use

engines without engine speed governors (ungovernedengines) for

the following reasons:

i. Th_ operator vaxiability (including tachometer error) in

achieving horsepower rated rpm.

2. _e variability of m_nufactxlrerspecified horsepower

rated r_m.

3. The likelihood of catastrophic engine failurewhen an

ungoverned engine is rapidly accelerated to such high speeds .

None of these drawbad_s exists for governed truck engines. Since it

is the diesels and big gasoline engines that nornully produce the highest

r_ise levels (exciusi'¢_"ef p,!rpnsefullymodified exhaust systems) and
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since these engines axe normally equipped with engine speed governors,

the fact that this test procedure is limited to such vehicles will not

reduce the effecti_e.nessof the overall regulation.

The noise level of a truck measured according to the above stationary

procedure is about 2 dB _ter than the noise level produced in the

course of _ypir_llacceleration at low speeds (less than 35 miles per hour).

_herefore, a noise level of 88 dB(A) measured according to the stationary

test procedure is considered approximately equivalent to a level of

86 dB(A) m_am_-ed on the highway during acceleration at speeds less than

35 miles per hour.

TIFZ FOR (X_LIANCE

In determining the amount of time required for trucks to apply

sore8retrofit solution--if t/leyexceed the proposed noise emission

standards--the following factors must be taken into account:

i. The availability of replacement hardware--mainly mufflers

and quiet tire%

2. The replac_-nt cycle for items that need to be replaced.

In many cases, the action required to bring a noisy truck into

compliance with a proposed noise _dssion regulation would be the

replacement or installer/on of a suitable muffler. Replacement nufflers

are provided _, the original equipment manufacturers as well asby the

replac_.nt equip_ant m_nufaeturers. In general, the industly is capable

of increasing its output of mufflers, probably by a factor of t_o,

because it has the @H_It/onal facilities and material necessary.(38)
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The life of a muffler depends greatly on the actual truck operation, but

is on the order of one to two years. Therefore, to a first approximation,

one-half of t_ tm_ks will install new mufflers every year.

In contrast, the t/re industry is at present striving just to

maintaJm a sufficient supply for the demands of the trucking companies.

%1_elife of a cross-bar tire as installed on a "line-haul" truck is not

usually greater than 100,000 miles, which corresponds _ a tire tread

life of approximately one year.

Considering all of the inforn_ationgiven lends to the conclusion

that the najority of trucks can he modified to comply with the

proposed noise _nission standards within one year from prc_igation of

the regulation. It should be r_ted that the estinated costs for

compliance do not take into account the normal replacement cycle for

mufflers, since such repalcements are not related to these costs.
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Section 7

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS

DIRECT RETROFIT COST

In order to relate individual truck

retrofit costs to the total impact on the industry, the

number of trucks engaged in interstate commerce over

10,000 pounds GVWR must be determined. There is no

direct method for making this determination. A reasoned

judgement was made based on truck population statistics,

industry information, and inputs to the Advance No_iee

of Proposed Rule Making Do_ket that approximately

1 million trucks over 10,000 ib GVWR or GCWR were engaged in

interstate commerce. 55_ $4, ],2

As discussed in Section 6, the primary impact of the

proposed regulation will be on large multiaxle trucks,

which are primarily powered by diesel engines. Section 6

shows an estimated average cost of $114 (with a range of S50

to $200) to bring into compliance those trucks with 3 or more

axles that are not presently in compliance with the proposed

regulation. Figure 8, a survey of diesel

trucks in California in 1965 (before that state had any

noise regulation that might influence the data), shews that

19_ of those trucks would be in violation of the proposed

standard. Data from New Jersey and Washington (figure

8), support this figure of about 19% of multi-axle diesel"

trucks that would be in violation of the proposed standard.

(See Appendix A for data on the percentage of vehicles
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that might initially be in violation of the proposed

standards that" have been accumulated for EPA since

the date of publication of the proposed regulation).

The $i14 average cost per truck shown in Section 6

is for those approximately 19% of the trucks (3 axles

and over) that are expected initially to be in violation

of the proposed standard. The mean direct retrofit cost

to the industry is therefore $22 million dollars, with

a range of $10 to $38 million dollars.

For a truck running 50,000 revenue miles per year,

a $114 retrofit cost represents an increased expense of

_0.002 per revenue mile when amortezed over a single

year. When this increase is compared with current

average expenses of $1.20 per revenue mile (see Section

2), it can be seen that cost is not an obstacle to

lower noise emission standards.

OTHER COST CONSIDERATIONS

Additional costs include loss of revenue resulting

from trucks being out of service during retrofit. The

installation of a suitable muffler may increase the back

pressure on the engine and in turn increase the fuel

consumption. Considering the wide variety of mufflers

available for different types of engines, a significant

increase in back pressure is avoidable. (46)
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There are also some _actors that reduce the

total cost. First, the muffler on a line-haul truck

is normally replaced at i-I/2 to 2 year intervals.

Thus, of those trucks that require a replacement

muffler about one-half will be installing a new

muffler even in the absence of the regulations, In

these cases, the cost incurred will be the difference

between that for the required muffler and that for the

one that would have been installed, the difference in

cost being in the range of a few dollars.

Secondly, for those trucks requiring installations

of a more efficient fan, the amount of engine power wasted

in driving the fan will be reduced. Standard diesel fans

! typically consume 15-25 horsepower. 156) In particular,

the addition of a thermostatically controlled fan clutch

can decrease the fuel consumption by I to 1.5_ and can

reduce operating cost for the life of the truck. With

these considerations, the long term cost of compliance

with the noise regulations may be less than that given

above.
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Section 8

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF PROPOSED REGULATION

POSITIVE EFFECTS

The proposed regulation impacts directly on those

trucks that presently make the most noise and requires that

they be quieted to levels that are feasible from a cost and

technology standpoint within one year of final promulgation.

The principal noise reduction will be of the intrusive "noise

peaks", which have been widely acknowledged as more objec-

tionable to people than much lower levels of continoas noise. 21

These peaks can be 12 dB or more above ambient highway noise

level. 20 The benefit of noise reduction is to be realized in

1 year or less.

A significant increase in truck fuel economy will also

be realized for those trucks that require installation of

more efficient fans to meet the proposed noise emission

standard. As described in Section 7, thermostatically controlled

fan clutches that engage the fan only on engine cooling

demand can decrease fuel consumption throughout the life of

the truck.

NEGATIVE EFFECTS

There may be a slight increase in the number of older

trucks retired from service_and that would therefore suddenly

increase the solid waste disposal problem by the number of

i



trucks scrapped. Following this, the scrappage rate would

decrease as a result of the younger population of trucks.

However, a small net increase on total trucks scrapped would

be obtained - an increase related to the number of truck years

lost from service. Because the net increase in scrappage

would be small, and because of the rea,_y market for steel,

adverse environmental effects would be minimal.

There will be no anticipated increase in scrap tires

resulting from these regulations. The pocket tread design

tire that the regulation excludes from highway use is not in

wide use, and those currently installed and in stock would

wear out prior to the effective date of tho regulation. In

some installations of a quieter muffler, there may be an

increase in back pressure on the engine and a resulting

decrease in fuel economy. As discussed in Section 6, a

significant increase in back pressure is avoidable in almost

all cases by a muffler matched to a particular engine.

i

b
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APPENDIX A

TRUCK NOISE _MISSION DATA AND ANALYSIS

Subsequent to the issuance of the proposed regulation, a substantial

adclitiorz'd,body of recent vehicle noise survey data has now been analyzed.

%_lisbody of data was obtained in 10 states, in which approximately

39 percent of all U.S. trucks and buses are registered. For 9* of

these i0 states, the date permitted an asses_Tent of the percentages of

various types of trucks that would exceed the proposed standards. From

the analysis, i_ was concluded that:

i. An average of 23 percent of all observed trucks abov_ 10,000 pounds

GVWR or GC_R exceeded the proposed standards (TableA-l).

2. The mean percentage of observed trucks exceeding the proposed

standards varied significantly by type of truck: 1.9 percent for two-

axle straight _, 10.8 percent for three-axle combination trucks,

15.0 percent for four-axle ce_bination trucks and 36.1% for 5-axle

ccmbinat/on trucks (TableA-2).

3. _he range of percentages of trucks observ_ in the nine states

that exceeded the proposed i/mits was substantial: 0.6 to 3.5 percent

for twD-axle straight trucks above 10,000 pounds GVWR, 1.2 to 26.0

percent for three-axle straight tm/cks,

*California,Colorado, Illinois, Kentucky, Maryla[d, New Jersey,

New York, Pennsylvan/a, Texas

**The average of 23.1 percent calculated in Table A-I is an

arithmetic mean of percentages exceeding the proposed standards in

.... various steres, unweighted by sample size.
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1.0 to 26.0 percent for three-axle combination 'trucks,

3.0 to 26.0 percent for four-axle ccr_ination trucks,

and 7.0 to 74.0 percent for five-axle combination trucks (Table A-2).

4J According to the 1972 Census of Transportation - Truck

Inventory and Use Survey (Departm_t of Commerce, Bureau

of the Census),the total population of registered trucks

above i0,000 Ibs. GVWR or GCWR is distributed approximately

as foll_:

72.1 percent t_axle straight trucks,

10.3 percent three-axle stxaight trucks,

2.4 percent three-axle combination trucks,

5.5 percent four-axle cc_bina_/on trucks,

8.0 percent five-axle ccmbination trucks, and

1.7 percent other or unspecified types.

9.Multiplying these percentages by the mean percentage of

each type exceeding the proposed standards reueals that

approximately 7 percent of all registered trucks above

i0,000 ibs. GVWR or GCWR exceed the proposed standards (Table /%-3).

61 _he apparent discrepancy between the 23 percent of trucks

observed on the road and the 7 percent of all registered

trucks above i0,000 Ibs. GV_ or Gt_R that exceed the proposed

stana_ds resultq from the fact that combination trucks

travel _any more road miles per v_licle per year than straight
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trucks do. For example, five-ayle cc_binat/on trucks

constit_6e approximately 50 percent * of the trucks observed

on a typical interstate highway, even though they represent

only 8 percent of all registered trucks in the weight class

_nder consideration.

3For the ni_e of ten States represented in the new data base where
.... the date allow for a breakdown by ax/e category, of the 6,875 tetal

over 10,000 pounds GV_/GCWR, 4,098 or 59.5 percent were 5-axle
trucks.
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Table A-I L

SUMMARY OATH FOR ALL TRUCKS ABOVE 10,D00 LBS GVWR OR GCWR

Mean Noise %-Abgv_

State Squ[ee .Level Mean. Speed 90.0 dB(A) 91_0 dB(A) 92.0 dB(A) :

CA W.L, 85.4dB(A) (a) - 5.0% 3.0% 1.5%
CO BBN 84.6 51.7mph 10.0 4.5 2.0
IL BBN 89.1 57.2 42.0 21.0 15.0
KY BBN 88.8 61.3 40.0 30.0 21.0
MD Md.DOT 88.1 - 30_0 21.0 14.5

NJ BBN 87.2 56.5 20.0 12.0 7.0
N¥ BBN 88.8 60.0 • 43.0 30.0 18.0

_A W.L. 86.2 (a) - 13.0 8.0 5.0
TX BBN 83.7 56.1 12.5 7.5 4.0

WA WA-72 86.6 (a) _ 16.0 9.0 6.0

mean percentage exceeding given noise level:

23.1% 14.6% 9.4%

(a) median

I
i

!
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Table A-2

SUMMARY OF TRUCK NOISE 'I_ISSIONSBY TYPE OF TRUCK

Mean Noise % Above

State Sourc_ _ Level Mean Speed 90.0 dB(A) 91.0 dB(A) 92.0 dB(A_

CA W.L. _.81,0dB(A)(a) 1.2% 0.6% 0,3%
•CO BBN 80.4 50.9mph 1.9 l.O 0,5
_IL BBN 83.1 55.7 1.O 0.3 0.1

•KY BBN 82.9 57.7 1.0 0.3 O,l
MD Md.DOT 83.9 3.5 1.6 0.8
NJ BBN 82.3 55.7 0.6 0.2 0.1
NY BBN 85,1 59.4 6.0 3.3 1.9

_PA W.L. 81.2(a) 0.9 0.4 0.2
' TX BBN 78.6 54.6 0.6 0.3 0.i

mean percentage exceeding given
noiselevel: 1.9% 0.9% 0.5%

3 AXLE STRAIGHT TRUCK

CA W.L. 85.2(a) (b) - 8.0 4.0 2.0
CO/ BBN 84.1 47.7 1.2 0.4 O.1
IL BBN 85.8 54.5 9.0 4.5 2.0
K¥ BBN 87.7 59.9 * * *
M8 Md.DOT 87.5 * * *

NJ BBN 84.7 57.4 * * *
NY W.L. 88.0 (a) (b) - 26.0 17.0 ii.0
PA W.L. 84.5 (a) (b) - 2.0 0.9 0.3
TX BB_ 84.8 50.6 * * *

mean percentage exceeding given
noise level: 9.3% 5.4% 2.7%

3 AXLE COMBINATION TRUCK

CA W.L. 85.2(a) (b) - 8.0 4.0 2,0
CO BBN 83.8 51.9 * * *
IL BBN 86,0 55.7 * * *
KY BBN 87.8 59.0 * * *
MD Md.DOT 86.6 - 17.0 ii.0 7.0
NJ BBN 85.7 57.2 1.0 0.3 0.i
NY W.L. 88.0(a) (b) 26.0 17.0 ll.0}

I" _pA W.L. 84.5(a)(b) 2.0 0.9 0.3
•TX BBN 83.0 56.5 * * *

mean percentage exceeding given
noiselevel: 10.8% 6.6% 4.1%

l f"_'(_)median
(b) all 3 axle trucks

! ......... : _ .: * insufficicnt data i
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T_le A-2 (_n_inued)

4 AXLE COMBINATION TRUCK

MeanNoise % Above

State Source Level Mean Speed 90.0 dB(A) 9,4.0 dB(A) 92.0 dB(A)

CA W.L. 84.2(a) - 3.0% 2.0% 1.2%
CO BBN 84.8 49.0 9.0 4.0 1.4
IL BBN 87.1 55.4 22.0 15.0 9.0
KM BBN 88,0 61.0 24.0 13.0 6.0
MD Md. DOT 87.9 - 26.0 19.0 12.5
NJ BBN 86.7 57.7 i1.0 6.0 2.5
NY BBN 88.8 58.8 26.0 13.0 7.0
PA W.L. 85.7(a) - 9.0 3.5 2.0
TX BBN 83,9 56.4 4.5 2.0 1,0

mean percentage exceeding given
noiselevel: 15.0% 8.6% 4.7%

5 AXLE COMBINATION TRUCK

CA f W.L. 85.9{a) - 7.0 3.5 1.6
CO BBN 87.0 53.7 18.0 8.0 3.0
IL BBN 90.2 57.7 "51.8 38.0 26.0
KY BBN 90.6 62.6 58.0 42.0 30.0
MD Md,DOT 89.7 - 42.0 31,0 21.0
NJ BBN 88.3 58.7 32.0 20.0 12.0
NY BBN 91,2 61.6 74.0 56.0 34.0
PA W.L. 87,6(a) 22.0 14.0 9.0
TX BBN 87.5 57.9 23,0 14.0 8.0

mean percentage exceeding given
noise level: 36.1% 24.9% 16.0%

(a) median
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_ble _-3
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF TRUCKS AFFECTED

% of all % of type % of all trucks
trucks above exceeding above 10,000 Ibs

i0,000 ibs 90.0 dB(A) affected

2 axle straight truck 72.1% 1.9% 1.37%
3 axle straighttruck 10.3 9.3 0.96
3 axle combination 2.4 10.8 0.26
4 axle combination 5.5 15.0 0.83
5 axle combination 8.0 36.1 2.90

All other (a) 1.7 36.1(b) 0.61
6.93%

% of all % of type % of all trucks
trucks above exceeding above 10,O00 ibs

10,000 lbs 91.0 dB(A) affected

2 axle straight truck 72.1% 0.9% 0.65%
3 axle straight truck 10.3 5.4 0.56

' 3 axle combination 2.4 6.6 0.16

4 axle combination 5.5 8.6 0.47
5 axle combination 8.0 24.9 1.99

_iI other (a) 1.7 24.9(b) 0.42
.25%

% of all % of type % Of all trucks
trucks above exceeding above 10,0O0 ibs

i0,000 ibs 92.0 dB(A) affected

2 axle straight truck 72.1% 0.5% 0.36%

3 axle straight truck 10.3 2.7 0.28
3 axle combination 2.4 4.1 0.10
4 axle combination 5.5 4.7 0.26
5 axle combination 8.0 16.0 1.28

All other (a) 1.7 16.0(b) 0.27

(a) "All other" includes straight truck with trailer, combinations
with 6 or more axles, and unspecified combinations.

(b) No data available. Percentages exceeding various noise
levels assumed to be the same as for 5 axle combinations.

I -63-
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